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Spatial data representations help to describe the world that we live in.

Inherent characteristics of spatial data — multi-dimensionality and typically large

volumes — make the representation of this information an interesting problem.

As spatial data play ever greater roles in time-critical applications, demands on

the data representations also increase.

The work described in this dissertation addresses three current problems

with spatial data representations. First is the need for data representations that

support multiple scales and precisions without losing critical information. Second

is a requirement for spatial operations to exploit filtering techniques to improve

performance. Third is a desire for merging techniques that will allow different

data representations to exist separately yet work together so that different data

representations may be used to their best advantage.
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Three triangulation methods are presented. An adaptive hierarchical trian-

gulation algorithm generates a structure with fixed levels of detail with a speci-

fied accuracy. The tree structure of this triangulation hierarchy supports pruning

and filtering, and is therefore the basis of the manipulation algorithms described

in the remaining chapters. Another method, curvature equalization, improves

existing triangulations by ensuring that smooth areas are represented by relatively

few triangles, and rough areas are represented by many more. This method is

used to produce a good initial tessellation for the adaptive hierarchical triangula-

tion. A distinguishing characteristic of all three methods is that they attempt to

generalize critical lines on the surface with the triangle edges.

Algorithms for three spatial operations exploiting the adaptive hierarchi-

cal triangulation’s tree structure are given.These operations — zoom, multi-reso-

lution viewing, and line of sight calculation — represent typical time-critical

visualization and analysis applications.

Techniques for merging the adaptive hierarchical triangulation with other

data representations are described. These, too, exploit tree structures to improve

performance of the merging algorithms. A significant contribution here is the

polygonal line sweep, which can find all triangles inside an area without having

to examine them all.
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